
The hairdryer
of the future



 4 DIFFERENT NOZZLES  
For different hair types and styles: 
Elegant, Extreme, Delicate and 
Classic
DIFFUSER INCLUDED

 LED CONTROL INTERFACE
Clearly indicates each of the 12 
combinations of heat and speed

THE ULTIMATE DRYING MACHINE 
Ultra-light hair dryer with digital motor and ion 
technology

Energy Saving: Excellent styling results 
with only 1400-1600 W

ADVANCED ION TECHNOLOGY
Eliminates static and guarantees 
shiny, moisturized, smooth hair

SILENT
Acoustic Noise Optimization.  
More pleasant sound frequency 
compared to hairdryers in the 
same category

 ERGONOMIC
 AND FUTURISTIC DESIGN
Lightweight and scientifically 
calibrated for perfect balance. 
Maximum comfort



 360° 3D SUCTION
360° suction for greater airflow 
and improved air filtration

Code PAGAMXCELIT

Air Flow 25lt/sec.

Pressure 60mbar

Watt 1400-1600

Volt 220-240

Weight 290g

Noise 63,8 dB

 LONG-LASTING 
 DIGITAL MOTOR
110.000 rpm digital motor 
generating extreme air pressure

BUTTON LOCK
To lock each of the 12 heat and 
speed combinations and prevent 
unwanted changes during use

ULTRA LIGHT AND COMPACT
Only 290 grams and half the size 
of a classic hairdryer 

 EXTENDED CORD 
 STRAIN RELIEF
For increased flexibility and 
durability



ERGONOMIC AND FUTURISTIC 
DESIGN
Lightweight and scientifically calibrated for 
perfect balance. Maximum comfort

Why does the handle have this shape?

The handle is a part of the hairdryer that determines the correct 
posture of the arm and back while working. Incorrect posture 
can cause problems to the musculoskeletal system. This is why 
the Xcell handle has been designed with correct wrist posture 
in mind. Thanks to its lightness, the arm and joints are not 
stressed, thus giving a feeling of comfort even after several 
hours of use

WATCH
NOW

360°

https://xcell.gammapiu.it/it#design-ergonomico-e-futuristico




WATCH
NOW

https://xcell.gammapiu.it/it#motore-digitale-di-lunga-durata


LONG-LASTING DIGITAL MOTOR
110.000 rpm digital motor generating extreme 
air pressure



LED CONTROL INTERFACE AND 
INTELLIGENT ELECTRONIC 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Xcell features a super advanced electronic 
circuit

It is a software that automatically controls its motor and 
resistance, ensuring correct and constant heat calibration. The 
LED interface clearly indicates each of the 12 combinations of 
heat and speed

WATCH
NOW

https://xcell.gammapiu.it/it#interfaccia-di-controllo-led




WATCH
NOW

soft-bristled brush
to remove residues

https://xcell.gammapiu.it/it#aspirazione-3d-a-360


360° 3D SUCTION
360° suction for greater airflow and improved air filtration

Why does the filter have this design?

Hair dryer suction is very important. It determines the 
performance of the product; from air flow, to pressure, to 
temperature. A constantly cleaned filter helps the hairdryer 
maintain perfect design performance. Having a clean filter 
is very important for a hair dryer like the Xcell, which is fully 
electronic with automatic temperature control. This is why we 
have chosen not to implement any unnecessary protection. 
This way, the filter is always clearly visible and it is very easy 
to see when it needs cleaning. By covering the filter, as our 
competitors do, it is not possible to see the conditions very well 
and therefore the risk of having a clogged filter is very high. 
Lack of filter cleaning also means reducing the possible life of 
all the product’s internal parts. 
The special shape of the inner cases combined with a special 
steel microfilter makes it virtually impossible to break.

The antioxidant metal microfilter must be kept clean at all times 
by following these simple rules:

 ■ Remove dirt from the fixed 360° “Micro-Filter” mounted at 
the rear of the Xcell hair dryer. Use the soft-bristled brush 
provided to remove residues.

 ■ Periodically, after performing step 1, clean the Xcell dryer by 
reversing the airflow from the inside to the outside by means 
of the self-cleaning system



WATCH
NOW

Diffuser

https://xcell.gammapiu.it/it#scegli-il-tuo-stile 


PICK YOUR STYLE
Extreme, Classic, Delicate and Elegant are the 
4 nozzles to give different styling options to 
different hair types

 ■ Extreme this is the narrowest nozzle of the lot. It directs 
a strong air flow in a small space. High temperature 
guaranteed. It is ideal to tame thick, kinky and curly hair. 
Ideale per modellare capelli spessi, crespi e ricci.

 ■ Classic allows you to direct a strong airflow over a larger 
area. Suited for long hair. 

 ■ Elegant a larger nozzle for larger brushes. Ideal for drying 
with a brush.

 ■ Delicate designed for soft drying, it is perfect for thin  
and/or damaged hair and great for short hair. The delicate 
nozzle is often the best option for barbers.

Xcell also includes a DIFFUSER that allows natural drying to 
give volume to the hair

Extreme (4.8 x 64 x 75 mm) Classic (7 x 64 x 75 mm)

Elegant (5 x 88 x 75 mm) Delicate (5 x 75 x 75 mm)



EXTENDED CORD STRAIN RELIEF
for increased flexibility and durability

Why does the cable gland have this strain relief design?

Cable breakage is one of the most common causes of a 
hairdryer malfunction. More than 30 years’ experience in the 
industry has led us to redesign a cable gland that guarantees a 
long service life and warranty against cable breakage. The strain 
relief design of the cable gland combined with a top quality 
made in europe cable ensures a constant cable flexing creating 
a soft arc that reduces the chance of breakage. 
Our cable life is 10 times longer than the competition

Test according to 
en 60335-1 25.14 Standard

WATCH
NOW

https://xcell.gammapiu.it/it#passacavo


ENERGY SAVING
excellent styling results with only 1400-1600 W

Gamma+’s great attention and sensitivity towards the environment and 
green issues have led to the development of the Xcell hair dryer with 
minimum environmental impact and reduced energy consumption. All 
packaging such as box and internal parts do not use plastic but recyclable 
paper. Thanks to the intelligent power control system Xcell uses only 
the necessary energy required thus avoiding any waste and preventing 
damage from external heat. The 4 nozzles included in the packaging 
provide high performance for every use, from the most unruly to the most 
delicate hair, from the thickest to the shortest beard



Designed, assembled and tested in

WATCH
NOW

Gamma Più Srl
Via Caduti del Lavoro, 22 - 25046 - Cazzago San Martino BS, Italia
Tel: +39 030.7750077 - www.gammapiu.it

FOLLOW US

https://youtu.be/bHoZXKDyqUk

